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MARRIAGE AND FAMILY IN INDIA

Marriage is an important and universal social institution of society. As a social
institution, it provides a recognised form for entering into a relatively enduring
heterosexual relationship for the bearing and rearing of children. It is thus primarily a
way of regulating human reproduction. This reproduction, however, also has a
sociological dimension. The right of sexual relationship, that universally accompanies
marriage, provides legitimisation to the children born in wedlock; this legitimacy is of
great importance in the matters of inheritance and succession. Besides, through
marriage there comes into existence the family, a relatively stable social group that is
responsible for the care and training of children. The present Block consists of four
Units. Unit 1 discusses the aims and forms of Hindu marriage. It also explains Hindu
marriage as a religious sacrament. The features and disintegration of joint family
system in India is presented in Unit 2. Unit 3 highlights the different features of
Muslim and Tribal marriage in India. Changes in marriage and family system are
focussed in the last and fourth Unit.
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1.1

INTRODUCTION

The Hindu concept about marriage is that it is a sanskar or dharma. Marriage is an
important and universal social institution of society. As a social institution, it provides
a recognised form for entering into a relatively enduring heterosexual relationship for
the bearing and rearing of children. It is thus primarily a way of regulating human
reproduction. Before studying the traditional and modern system of Hindu marriage,
it is important to know the sociological significance of marriage. The conceptual
aspects of marriage, aims and forms of marriage are discussed in this unit.
1.2

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

After reading this Unit, you will be able to:




1.3

Understand marriage as an institution;
Analyse Hindu marriage as a religious sacrament;
Explain major aims of Hindu marriage;
Describe different forms of Hindu marriage.
MARRIAGE AS A SOCIAL INSTITUTION

Marriage is traditionally conceived to be a legally recognized relationship, between
and adult male and female, that carries certain rights and obligations (Scott and
Marshall, 2005, p.383). According to Anthony Giddens, “marriage can be defined as
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a socially acknowledged and approved sexual union between two adult individuals.
When two people marry, they become kin to one another; the marriage bond also,
however, connects together a wider range of kin groups. Parents, brothers, sisters and
other blood relatives become relatives of the partner through marriage” (Giddens,
2009, p.331). The definition of marriage relationship includes guidelines for behavior
in matters of sex, obligations to offspring and in laws, division of labour within the
household, and other duties and privileges of marital life. In all cultures, marriage is
seen as a way to help societies regulate sexual activity, encourage procreation, and
develop accountability, as well as provide for parental care, mutual help, and
affection (Perry and Perry, 2012, p.329).
Most of the definitions above define marriage as an institution that contributes to the
smooth functioning of a society. They study marriage and the important role it plays
in the society at large i.e. they study marriage from a functionalist framework. The
Functionalist approach stresses the importance of functions of marriage as an
institution for the society as a whole. They study how marriage as an institution is
related to other parts of society, and the way in which it contributes to the wellbeing
of a society. Structural‐Functionalists study marriage from a macro perspective. This
lets them focus on the most important functions that affect nearly every marriage and
not on the less common functions that affect few marriages. According to this
perspective marriage will serve the needs of society, of producing children, regulating
the relation between the sexes, both the partners benefit from the gendered division of
labour, etc. Studies like Marriage and Family in Mysore (1942), Religion and Society
among the Coorgs of South India (1952) by M.N. Srinivas, Kinship Organization in
India (1953) by Irawati Karve, are some examples of studies carried out from
structural functional perspectives. Many other scholars like K. C. Kapadia (1966,
1972), Shah Vimal (1975), Madan (1975), too have studied the institution from this
perspective. Anthropologists like Robert H. Lowie, George Murdock and Edward
Westermarck emphasize the role of social sanction in the union and the way this
sanction is accomplished by different rituals and ceremonies. Sociologist like Blood,
Lantz and Snyder, Bowman, Babar, Burgess and others view it as a system of roles
and as involving primary relationships (Ahuja Ram, 1993). However, these studies
did not look into power relations within the family, and patriarchy. They focused on
the functions of marriage for society at large.
Some studies on marriage try to understand the source of conflict in any marriage.
Conflict is an integral part of any marriage. The Conflict or Marxist perspective
studies the differences in people, and the disputes that are caused by this. Conflict
theorists also study marriage from a macro perspective. In most of the marriages
throughout the world, husbands have more power than the wives, and wives have
resented it. This creates conflict because the men are trying to maintain their power
and women are attempting to gain more power. This results in the conflicts in
marriage. Marxists analyze the influence of class on family life, especially on
socialization. According to Palriwala and Kaur (2014), understanding contemporary
marriage, it is necessary to understand a political and cultural economy of marriage.
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Studies by Amali Philips (2014), Priti Ramamurty (2014), and A. Dharmalingam
(1994) are some examples. Murray Straus’s study (1975) on husband to wife power
score, William Goode’s study on relationship between family structure and
industrialization are some studies studied from the Marxist perspective.
1.4

MARRIAGE AS A RELIGIOUS SACRAMENT

The Hindu view of marriage is that it is for fulfilling dharma and the need for
pleasure (Kama). It is considered as a sacrament. There are several reasons for
considering the Hindus marriage a sacrament.
i) Dharma (fulfilment of religious duties) is the most important aim of marriage
ii) Performance of religious ceremonies including certain rites like kanyadan,
panigrahana, saptapadi etc. which are based on certain sacred formulae.
iii) The rites are performed before Agni (the most sacred god) by reciting mantras
(passage) from Vedas (the most sacred scriptures) by a Brahmin.
iv) The union is considered in dissolvable and irrevocable and husband and wife
are bound to each other not only until death, but even after death.
v) Though a man can perform several sacraments during the course of his life, a
woman can perform only one sacrament in her life i.e. marriage, hence it has
great importance for her.
vi) Emphasis is on chastity of a woman and the faithfulness of a man.
vii) Marriage is considered a “social duty” towards the family and community and
there are no ideas of individual interest and asp
1.5

AIMS OF HINDU MARRIAGE

K.M. Kapadia viewed three major aims of Hindu marriage- ‘dharma’, ‘praja’, and
‘rati’. Dharma is given first priority, praja is given second and rati is on third.
i. Dharma
Dharma plays an important role in Hindu marriage. It is given the highest aim of the
Hindu marriage. To fulfil the religious duties or ‘dharma’, marriage is necessary. In
this regard, K.M. Kapadia says, “Marriage was desired not so much for sex or for
progeny as for obtaining a partner for the fulfilment of one’s religious duties”. The
householder should perform the ‘panchamahayajnas’ or five great sacrifices for the
rishis, gods, ancestors, guests and all the creatures of the world. This repayment of
debt can only be performed by the householder with the company of his wife. The
presence of both of them is required to perform these religious duties. Because of the
necessity of the wife to perform theses religious duties, she is considered as ‘dhama
patni’.
ii. Praja
Praja or progeny is the second major aim of Hindu marriage. Getting a son is
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necessary for the Hindus for the salvation of their soul. It is believed that one can
fulfil his ‘pitri rina’ (paternal obligations) only by getting a son. And the son can only
perform the funeral rites of his father. It is one of the prayers of the Hindu marriage
rituals called ‘saptapadi’ that husband prays the wife to fetch children for the family.
iii. Rati
Rati or sexual desire is given the least priority in Hindu marriage. Therefore, Kapadia
has said, “marriage was not desired so much for sex or elaborates as for obtaining a
partner for the fulfilment of one’s religious duty”. It is given third place because
dharma is more expected of marriage than sexual desire.
1.6

FORMS OF HINDU MARRIAGE

The forms marriage takes vary in different societies. Traditional forms of marriage as
mentioned by Manu are of eight different forms of marriage. They are Brahma,
Daiva, Arsha, Prajapatya, Asura, Gandharva, Rakshasa and Paisacha. Among them
four were considered proper and desirable (dharmya) which had the approval of the
father/family. The other four were regarded as undesirable (adharmya) which did not
have the approval of the father. The proper marriages recognized by the “Smritis”
were Brahma, Daiva, Arsha and Prajapatya while the four undesirable marriages
were Asura, Gandharva, Rakshasa and Paisacha.
Brahma was the form of marriage in which a fully dressed girl – with proper
decorations and ornaments– was given to a man of the same class by performance of
the ceremony mentioned in the holy texts. The bridegroom used to be learned person
of pure character and selected/approved by the bride’s father.
Daiva form of marriage was one in which the father of the girl gave her to a
sacrificial priest as a part of his fee for officiating at the ceremony. The bride was
properly dressed, decorated with jewellery which formed part of his fees.
In the Arsha form of marriages, instead of the dowry, the marriage was based on a
system of barter in which the father of the bride was given a pair of cattle or two cows
by the young man in exchange for his daughter.
The Prajapatya form of marriage is one in which the bridegroom is duly worshipped
and married to the bride with due honors and blessing with these words, “go both of
you and fulfill the duties of a householder”.
In the Asura form of Marriage, bride-price is given by bridegroom to the bride’s
father. This is sort of economic contract. There is no limit of the amount given.
The Gandharva form of marriage was the union of a willing girl with a man in
solitude when both of them were in love. In this form of marriage, neither the consent
of the parents nor the rites of dowry was essential. Only the will of the marrying
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parties was given importance. This marriage is believed to spring from desire and had
sex satisfaction as its chief purpose.
The Rakshasa form of marriage was marriage by capture in which the girl was
forcibly abducted by the man. If she cried for help and if her kinsmen came to her
rescue, they were killed.
The Paisacha form of marriage was marriage by seduction, stealing or fraud, where
the girl was sexually violated while she was asleep, intoxicated or unconscious or
when incapable of protecting herself.
Of these eight forms of marriage Brahma is considered to be the best marriage, where
a girl is married to a boy of merit in the same caste or in a caste of equal status.
In the Mahabharata age, the two most prevalent forms of marriage were Brahma and
Gandharva. Gandharva marriage was declared to be proper for a Kshatriya. Many of
the heroes of Mahabharata contracted this form of marriage; for instance, Arjun
married Ulupi and Chitrangada, and Dushyanta married Shakuntala.
Monogamy and Polygamy
Other forms of Hindu marriage are divided into two subdivisions such as
‘monogamy’ and ‘polygamy’. Monogamy describes the union of one man with one
woman. This is the most common form of marriage found across modern
contemporary societies. Polygamy is the term for plural marriage, which can in turn
be subdivided into polyandry, or the union of one woman with several men;
polygyny, or the union of one man with several women; and group marriage,
involving several men living with several women. Within polygamy, polygyny is
more common than polyandry. Today polygamy has been legally prohibited. Besides
the legal restrictions, people do not practice polygamy because (1) Maintaining higher
living standards is not possible with more than one wife in the house, (2) Plurality of
wives increase tension in the family, and (3) Women having economically
independent status refuse to accept men’s dominance over them.
Polyandry
Polyandry is a marriage in which one woman marries more than one man. This was
found among the Todas and Kotas of Nilgiris in South India. There are two types of
polyandry which are prevalent in India. They are fraternal and non-fraternal. In the
fraternal, the husbands are all brothers or possibly from cousins from the father’s
side. In the non-fraternal, they are not related, as among the Nairs of Kerala. In the
19th century the Nairs among the Hindus in Kerala practiced polyandry. But
Westernmarck, a sociologist referring to these marriages, has said that polyandrous
marriage unions of Nairs can hardly be called marriages because the male partners
never lived with the woman and that the duties of fatherhood entirely were ignored.
In 1896, the Malabar Marriage Act was passed which stabilized marriage norms
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among Nairs.
In the ancient literature the only example of Draupadi’s marriage with five Pandavas
in Mahabharata period was justified by Yudhishtra on the basis that similar marriages
were performed by some of his ancestors and described it as “mother’s command”.
Obeying the mother’s command was a son’s dharma. In the Mahabharata, referring to
polyandry, it is said, “to have many wives is no dharma on the part of men, but to
violate the duty owned to the first husband would be a great adharma in the case of
woman”.
Levirate
Levirate is a form of marriage under which a woman is taken as the wife of the late
husband’s younger brother or even during the life time of the elder brother and the
younger brother exercises sexual rights over the wife of the elder brother. The form
prevails among theAhirs of Haryana, some Jats and Gujars and some other castes of
U.P.
Sorrorate
In sorrorate wives of a man are invariably the sisters. The origin of the word sorrorate
lies in the Latin word ‘Sorror’ which stands for sister. In this form of marriage several
sisters are simultaneously or potentially the spouses of the same man. It is usually
observed among the Nagas, Gonds and Baigas of India who pay a high bride price. It
has been observed that the death of the wife or her being barren is compensated by
supplying a new spouse who is generally the younger sister of the deceased women.
Endogamy and Exogamy
Rules of marriage include endogamy and exogamy. Endogamy ensures that partners
in the marriage belong to the same social group i.e. the same caste, tribe, religion,
class and others. In India the Hindu social order through its caste system strictly
followed caste endogamy and any violation of it entailed punishment including what
is known as honour killing. Caste endogamy ensured the maintenance of the purity of
the caste group, maintenance of caste boundary and hierarchy, and perpetuated caste
inequality through unequal distribution of property and power among several castes.
Exogamy on the other hand entails that individuals marry outside their own group.
There are two types of exogamy practiced by Hindus. They are Gotra exogamy and
Sapinda exogamy. They are intended to prevent marriage among certain kins and
gotras. Gotra exogamy whereby individuals are expected to marry outside their gotra
(lineage group), and village exogamy or marriage outside one’s village, which was
the norm in some parts of north India, are some among the various forms of exogamy.
Sapinda means one who carries the particles of the same body. Sapinda relationships
arise from being connected by having particles of the same ancestor. Marriage
between such persons is prohibited. Since there is no limit to persons related by
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blood, some limit is prescribed for avoiding persons for marriage related to each other
within certain generations on the father’s and mother’s side. In practice and according
to law, five generations from father’s side and three generations from mother’s side
are avoided. However, breach of sapinda exogamy was never penalized, though
breach of gotra exogamy was considered a heinous practice.
Hypergamy and Hypogamy
As a matter of fact, a man of higher caste could marry a woman of lower caste which
is called anuloma marriage (hypogamy). But a woman of higher caste marrying a man
of lower caste which is called pratiloma (hypogamy) marriage was not allowed. In
Indian society hypergamous marriage is relatively easily accepted as compared to
hypogamous marriages. Hypogamous marriages often lead to violence against the
caste group to which the man belongs to by the upper caste group to which the
woman belongs.
Cousin Marriage
There are four types of cousins (1) chachera (father’s brother’s son/daughter), (2)
mamera (mother’s brother’s son/daughter), (3) phuphera (father’s sister’s
son/daughter) and, (4) mausera (mother’s sister’s son/ daughter). Of these, chachera
and mausera cousin (where the two sibling parents of the child belong tothe same sex)
are called parallel cousins and mamera and phuphera cousins (where the two sibling
parents of the child are of opposite sex) are called cross cousins.
Of these two forms of cousins, cross cousin marriage was practiced in ancient Hindu
society. Even now cross cousin marriages are practiced among Hindus and Muslims.
The main arguments for and against cousin marriages are biological, social,
psychological and cultural. The arguments against cousin marriages are: (1) it will
lead to biological degeneration of family because parental defects will be transmitted
to their children, (2) it will create secret relations between primary relations in the
family and thereby lead to immorality; and (3) it will be against our religious norms.
Arguments in favour of cousin marriage are: (1) one’s property will remain in one’s
own family; (2) it will create stronger bonds of love between brother and sister, and
(3) with the breakdown of joint family cousins no longer live together in the same
house.
Inter-caste Marriage
It is a marriage between man and woman belonging to different castes. Inter-caste
marriage in India is generally understood to mean not only marriage between subcastes of a major caste group (as between Brahmin sub-castes), but also marriage
between two major castes (as for eg. Brahmins and Vaishyas).
Inter-caste marriages which are increasingly common in India, especially in urban
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and industrial areas, are not between high and low caste people but between the
members of various sub-castes within a large caste group (as between Brahmin subcaste). At present, many of the modern minded and liberal people in India believe that
inter-caste marriages should be accepted (legally such marriages are permitted) by the
people/society. Also they believe that inter-caste marriages would help breakdown
the traditional caste system. It will also help wipe out caste distinction and
untouchability.
Formerly marriage outside one’s caste was not to be even thought of. Today many
men and women are prepared to break through the bonds of caste if mutual love or
attraction demands it.
However, studies conducted on inter-caste marriages show three features.
i) When a person outside the caste is wealthy and had a social prestige, there has
been a general approval.
ii) Persons with higher education and who are older marry outside the caste.
iii) Even today, the large numbers of marriages are within the caste and these are
marriages arranged by parents. The only significant change is with respect to
the restriction against sub-castes which has now been practically eliminated at
least in the urban areas among the educated persons.
Arranged marriages are the marriages arranged by the parents of the bride and the
bridegroom, considering all the norms and customs of the society and religion.
Check Your Progress Exercise 1.1
Notes:
I.

Write your answer in the space given below.

II.

Compare your answer with the one given at the end of this Unit.

Q.1. Distinguish between monogamy and polygamy. Use about three lines.
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
Q.2. Write a brief note on endogamy and exogamy. Use about four lines.
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
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…………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………….…………………………………………………

1.7

LET US SUM UP

In this Unit, you have learnt about the concepts of marriage, sociological views on
marriage, the Hindu concept of marriage, the forms of marriage and the Hindu forms
of marriage along with their advantages and disadvantages. The discussion included
the Indian views on marriage, as well as the Hindu marriage as sacrament. In addition
to Hindu marriage, reference was also made to marriage among Muslims, Christians
and different tribes of India. While discussing the forms of marriage, we also learned
about monogamy, polygamy, polyandry, levirate, sorrorate, endogamy, exogamy,
gotra exogamy, sapinda exogamy, cousin marriage, hypergamy and hypogamy as
well as inter-caste marriages.
1.8

GLOSSARY

Anuloma:

Marriage between a man of higher social position and a woman of
lower social position is called anuloma and is, within certain limits,
approved

Endogamy:

When marriage is within a specific caste, class or tribal group.

Exogamy:

When marriage occurs outside a certain group of relations.

Monogamy: A form of marriage in which a person is married to one person at a
time
Polyandry:
at a time

A form of marriage in which a woman is married to two or more men

Polygamy:

When marriage involves more than one mate at one time.

Polygyny:
at a time

A form of marriage in which a man is married to two or more women

Pratiloma:

A woman marrying beneath her social position is called pratiloma and
is strongly disapproved

Rites:

Prescribed and established forms of ceremony

Sacrament:

A formal religious act that is sacred as a symbol of spiritual reality

Sagotra:

People belonging to the same gotra or a clan
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1.9

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS: THE ANSWER KEYS

Answer to Q.1:

In monogamy there is one husband and one wife. In polygamy
there is more than one mate at one time. Polygamy has two
sub-types: polyandry and polygyny.

Answer to Q.2:

Endogamy requires that a person marries within a clearly
defined group. He or she is forbidden to marry outside it.
Exogamy requires that a person marries outside a particular
group. There is a certain group within which a person should
not marry.

1.10
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2.1

INTRODUCTION

In Unit 1 we talked about the forms and aims of Hindu marriage. In this Unit, we will
look at some of the basic institution of Indian society, namely, the joint family
system. We will describe the nature of joint family system. We will also look into the
question of changes in the Indian joint family.
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2.2

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

After going through this unit you should be able to:





2.3

define the nature of the institution of joint family
outline the criteria used for identifying jointness in a family
discuss the family system in terms of a cyclical approach
identify the major forces responsible for changes in the joint family system.

THE INSTITUTION OF JOINT FAMILY SYSTEM

Let us first define the nature of the institution of family. Broadly speaking, it refers to
the group comprising parents and children. It may also refer, in some places, to a
patri-or matrilineage or to a group of cognates, that is, persons descended from the
same ancestor. In some other cases, it may refer to a group of relatives and their
dependents forming one household. All this refers to the compositional aspect of this
institution. Another aspect is that of the residence of its members. They usually share
a common residence, at least for some part of their lives. Thirdly, we can also speak
of the relational aspect of the family. Members have reciprocal rights and duties
towards each other. Finally, the family is also an agent of socialization. All these
aspects make this institution different from other units of social structure.
Family is one of the most important social institutions. Most of the world’s
population lives in family units. The specific form and behaviour patterns found
within a family have shown variations through time across countries of the world and
even within a country. A sociologist looks at the institution both in terms of an ideal
type and a reality. He/she ascertains the ideals of the family system partly because
they are a guide to behaviour and also because these ideals act as values, a set of
norms which are passed from one generation to another. A sociologist also studies the
actual way in which a family is patterned and re-patterned within a society, in a
particular group through time. She will also try to identify the forces, which have
been responsible for changing certain aspects of the family units in a particular
manner.
Now, in order to understand the nature of family in India, we will first look at the
types of family in the manner outlined above.
Normally the basic unit of social structure contains the two primary links of kinship.
These are of parenthood and siblingship. In simple terms, a family usually comprises
various combinations and permutations of these relationships. In the Indian context,
we generally speak of the contrast between nuclear and joint family types.
A classification of families into joint and nuclear types is usually based on the way in
which families are organized. For instance, the most popular definition of a nuclear
family is to refer to it as a group consisting of a man, his wife and their unmarried,
children. The joint family is commonly defined as the nuclear family plus all kin
13

belonging to the side of husband, and/or wife living in one homestead.
Frequently, the term ‘extended’ family is used instead of the term joint family to
indicate that the combination of two or more nuclear families is based on an extension
of the parent-child relationship. Thus, the patrilineally extended family is based on an
extension of the father-son relationship, while the matrilineally extended family is
based on the mother-daughter relationship. The extended family may also be
extended horizontally to include a group consisting of two or more brothers, their
wives and children. This horizontally extended family is called as the fraternal or
collateral family.
In India, the family whether extended vertically and/or horizontally is called the joint
family, which is strictly speaking also a property-sharing unit. The above definitions
of the joint family are limited in the sense that they do not say anything more than the
compositional aspect of the family. When we look at the wide variations through time
in patterns of family living based on region, religion, caste and class in India we find
that the nuclear and the joint family organisation cannot be viewed as two distinct,
isolated and independent units but as a continuum, as something interrelated in a
developmental cycle.
2.3.1 The Continuum of Nuclear and Joint Family Systems
We say that the nuclear and the joint family systems have to be viewed as a
continuum. This means that these two types of family systems have to be looked at as
something interrelated in a developmental cycle. The structure of a family changes
over a time period in terms of size, composition, role and status of persons, the family
and societal norms and sanctions. There probably is rarely a family in India, which
remains perpetually nuclear in composition. Often additional members like an aged
parent or unmarried brothers and sisters may come to live with a man, his wife and
unmarried children. The nuclear family then, is a stage in a cycle with other structural
types of families. Even when certain forces have enjoined the establishment of
nuclear household, for a relatively long period of time, the ritual, economic and
sentimental link with relatives who compose a joint family are often maintained. We
shall discuss about these forces and impact of these forces in section 2.6.
While discussing the nature of nuclear family in India, Pauline Kolenda (1987) has
discussed additions/modifications in nuclear family structure. She gives the following
compositional categories.
i)
ii)

Nuclear family refers to a couple with or without children.
Supplemented nuclear family indicates a nuclear family plus one or more
unmarried, separated, or widowed relatives of the parents, other than their
unmarried children.
iii) Subnuclear family is identified as a fragment of a former nuclear family for
instance a widow/widower with her/his unmarried children or siblings
(unmarried or widowed or separated or divorced) living together.
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iv) Single person household
v) Supplemented subnuclear family refers to a group of relatives, members of a
formerly complete nuclear family along with some other unmarried,
divorced or widowed relative who was not a member of the nuclear family.
For instance, a widow and her unmarried children may be living together
with her widowed mother-in-law. In the Indian context, it is easy to find all
these types of family. However, in terms of societal norms and values, these
types relate to the joint family system.
2.3.2 The Hindu Joint Family
Much has been written about the joint family system, especially the Hindu joint
family system. The patrilineal, patrivirilocal (residence of the couple after marriage in
the husband’s father’s home), property owning, co-residential and commensal joint
family, comprising three or more generations has been depicted as the ideal family
unit of Hindu society. M.S. Gore (1968: 4-5) points out that ideally, the joint family
consists of a man and his wife and their adult sons, their wives and children, and
younger children of the paternal couple. In this ideal type the oldest male is the head
of the family. The rights and duties in this type of family are laid down to a great
extent by the hierarchical order of power and authority. Age and sex are the main
ordering principles of family hierarchy. The frequency and the nature of
contact/communication between members vary on the basis of sex. A married
woman, for instance works in the kitchen with her mother-in-law and sisters-in-law.
Younger members are required to show respect to the older members and can hardly
question the authority or decision taken by elders even when it directly concerns
them. Children of the joint family are children of all the male members in the parental
generation.
Emphasis on conjugal ties (i.e. between husband and wife) is supposed to weaken the
stability of the joint family. The father-son relationship (filial relationship) and the
relationship between brothers (fraternal relationship) are more crucial for the joint
family system than the husband-wife or conjugal relationship. The conjugal, filial and
fraternal relationships can be expressed in simple kinship diagrams in figure 2.1:
family relationships.
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Fig. 2.1: Family Relationships
In a nuclear family the husband and wife relationship is important for the survival of
the system. Hence, in M.S. Gore’s view, it would be inappropriate to look at the joint
family system as a collection of nuclear families. Having said that joint families are
not merely a collection of nuclear families we must examine what constitutes
jointness. For this purpose, in a separate section we will discuss the nature of joint
family in India. This will also make it clear how and why Indian society has a
continuum of nuclear and joint family systems and not two distinct forms of nuclear
and joint family.
Check Your Progress Exercise 2.1
Note:
I.
II.

Write your answer in the space given below.
Compare your answer with the one given at the end of this Unit.

Q.1 State whether the following statements are true or false. Mark T for true or F for
false against each statement.
a) Joint family in India constitutes a mere collection of nuclear families.
b) The nuclear and the joint family can be looked at as a continuum in
terms of a developmental cycle.
Q.2 List the four major additions/modifications in the nuclear family structure, as
suggested by Kolenda.
a) …………………………………………………………………………
b) …………………………………………………………………………
c) …………………………………………………………………………
d) …………………………………………………………………………

2.4

NATURE OF JOINT FAMILY IN INDIA

There are two aspects of joint family system in India based on
i)
What constitutes jointness?
ii)
Who constitutes a joint family?
Both the sub-sections will show us how the seemingly nuclear families in India are
actually parts of larger family groups, which share the idea of ‘jointness’.
2.4.1 What Constitutes Jointness?
Let us look at what is jointly shared by the members of a joint family. Their jointness
is reflected in the factors of commensality, common residence, joint ownership of
property, cooperation and sentiment of jointness, ritual bonds like worship of
common deity. We shall discuss them one by one.
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i)

ii)

iii)

iv)

v)

Commensality: Most of the studies of joint family use commensality
(eating together) as a defining criterion. The joint family is the hearth
group; members cook and eat food from the same kitchen.
Common Residence: In some studies the joint family as the residential
family group is stressed. Though it is possible to find a joint family having
the same hearth but not sharing the same dwelling or vice versa, by and
large commensality and common residence are taken as essential
ingredients of jointness (refer to Cohn 1961, Dube 1955, Mukherjee 1969,
Kolenda 1968).
Joint Ownership of Property: Some scholars have regarded joint
ownership of property or coparcenary as the essence of jointness,
irrespective of the type of residence and commensality. In legal terms, this
is the most crucial factor used for defining a joint family.
Cooperation and Sentiment: Scholars like I.P. Desai (1964) and K. M.
Kapadia (1958) point out that jointness should be looked in functional
terms. A functionally joint family lays stress on fulfilment of obligations
towards kin.
A patrilineal joint family may consist of a number of households headed
by males related through the father. They may be located even at distant
places and may not even have property in common. But what is common
is that they identify themselves as members of a particular ‘family’,
cooperate in rituals and ceremonies, render financial and other kinds of
help; and they cherish a common family sentiment and abide by the norms
of joint living.
Ritual Bonds: The ritual bonds of a joint family are considered to be an
important component of jointness. A joint family, thus, is bound together
by periodic propitiation of the dead ancestors. The members perform a
‘shraddha’ ceremony in which the senior male member of the joint family
propitiates his dead father’s or mother’s spirit, offering it the ‘pinda’ (balls
of cooked rice) on behalf of all the members.
Another ritual bond among joint family members can be a common deity
worship. In many parts of South India, each joint family has a tradition of
worshipping a particular clan or village deity. Vows are made to these
deities in times of joy and trouble. The first tonsure, donning of the sacred
thread, marriages etc. are celebrated in or near the deity’s temple.
Srinivasa of Tirupathi and Subramanya of Palani are two well-known
Hindu deities who have a large number of South Indian families attached
to them (Srinivas 1969:71).
Still another important bond is pollution. Birth and death results in
pollution and the group observing pollution consists of the members of the
joint family, patrilineal or matrilineal. The bonds created by ancestor
worship, family deities and observation of pollution persist even after the
joint family has split into separate or smaller residential and commensal
units (Srinivas 1969: 71).
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From the above discussion of joint family it becomes clear that common kitchen or
hearth, common residence, joint rights to property and the fulfillment of obligation
towards kin and ritual bonds have been outlined as the main criteria for defining what
constitutes jointness. Many scholars have pointed out that of these dimensions, coresidence and commensality, are the immediately identifiable characteristics of a joint
family. Such a consideration, they feel, would also accommodate family patterns
found in non-Hindu communities like the Muslims, Christians, etc. It would also
accommodate families, which hardly have anything by way of ancestral or
immovable property (Dube 1974).
2.4.2 Who Constitute a Joint Family?
We can look at this issue in terms of
i)
kin relationship between the members
ii)
the number of generations in one unit
iii)
the sharing of common property.
Let us deal with each of these three one by one.
i)
Kin Relationship between the Members
We can say that a joint family may consist of members related lineally or collaterally
or both. There is more or less a unanimous agreement that a family is essentially
defined as “joint” only if it includes two or more related married couples. Also it has
been observed that these couples may be related (i) lineally (usually in a father son
relationship or occasionally in a father-daughter relationship), or, (ii) collaterally
(usually in a brother-brother relationship/or/ occasionally in a brother-sister
relationship). Both these types refer to the compositional aspect of the patrilineal joint
family. In matrilineal systems, found in South-west and North-east India, the family
is usually composed of a woman, her mother and her married and unmarried
daughters. The mother’s brother is also an important member of the family; he is the
manager of the matrilineal joint family affairs. The husbands of the female members
live with them. In Kerala, a husband used to be a frequent visitor to the wife’s
household and he lived in his mother’s household.
Pauline Kolenda (1987: 11-2) presents the following types of joint family on the basis
of the relatives who are its members.
a) Collateral joint family: It comprises two or more married couples between
whom there is a sibling bond. In this type, usually a brother and his wife and
another brother and his wife live together with unmarried children.
b) Supplemented collateral joint family: It is a collateral joint family along with
unmarried, divorced or widowed relatives. The supplemented relatives are
generally the widowed mother of the married brothers or the widower father,
or an unmarried sibling.
c) Lineal joint family: Two couples, between whom there is a lineal link, like
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between a parent and his married son or some times between a parent and his
married daughter, live together.
d) Supplemented lineal joint family: It is a lineal joint family together with
unmarried, divorced or widowed relatives who do not belong to either of the
lineally linked nuclear families; for example, the father’s widower brother or
the son’s wife’s unmarried brother or sister.
e) Lineal collateral joint family: In this type three or more couples are linked
lineally and collaterally. For instance we can have a family consisting of
parents and their two or more married sons together with the unmarried
children of the couples.
f) Supplemented lineal - collateral joint family: In this type are found a lineal
collateral joint family plus unmarried, widowed, separated relatives who
belong to one of the nuclear families (lineally and collaterally linked), for
example, the father’s widowed sister or brother or an unmarried nephew of the
father.
Activity 1
Classify fifteen families in your neighbourhood into the categories in terms of the
relatives who compose it.
ii) The Number of Generations in One Unit
A joint family is also seen in terms of generations present in it. Some researchers, like
I.P. Desai (1964) and T.N. Madan (1965) emphasise that the number of generations
present in a family is important for identifying a joint family. A joint family is
commonly defined as a three generational family. For instance a man, his married son
and his grandchildren constitute a joint family.
iii)

The Sharing of Common Property

Researchers, like F.G. Bailey (1963), T.N. Madan (1961), have advocated the
limitation of the term joint family to a group of relatives who form a property owning
group, the coparcenary family. M.S. Gore (1968), for instance, defines a joint family
as a group consisting of adult male coparceners and their dependents. The wives and
young children of these male members are the dependents.
The female members have not been included in the category of the coparcenary. They
have rights of residence and maintenance only as dependents. In 1937 an attempt was
made to confer the same right, i.e., the right of inheritance of property on a Hindu
widow as her son would have in the estate of her deceased husband. The Act enabled
her to enjoy the income only from the immovable property of her husband during her
lifetime.
Until the passing of the Hindu Succession Act, l956, two systems of inheritance
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dominated among patrilineal Hindus. In one system (called the Mitakshara school,
adopted in most regions) a son has a vested interest in his father’s ancestral property
from the moment of his birth. The father cannot give away any part of this property to
the detriment of his son’s interest. Under the other system (the Dayabaga School,
adopted in Bengal and Assam) the father is the absolute owner of his share and has a
right to alienate his property the way he wants.
Among the patrilineal Hindus, some movable property is given to the daughters at the
time of marriage as stridhana. With the passing of the Hindu Succession Act of 1956,
a uniform system of inheritance has been established. The individual property of a
male Hindu, dying intestate (having made no will), passes in equal shares between his
son, daughter, widow and mother. Male and female heirs have come to be treated as
equal in matters of inheritance and succession. Another important feature of the Act is
that any property possessed by a female Hindu is held by her as her absolute property
and she has full power to deal with it the way she likes. This Act has also given a
woman the right to inherit from the father as well as from the husband. However the
benefit conferred on a woman is limited when compared to the rights of the male
members who still have rights to coparcenary ancestral property by birth. Daughters
are not part of the coparcenary and have no birthrights.
But in 2005, the Hindu Succession (Amendment) Act, 2005 (“2005 HSA
Amendment”) to Section 6 of the HSA makes a daughter a “coparcener” (one who
shares equally in inheritance of an undivided joint family property, and since 2005
this applies equally to both sons and daughters) since birth; and this fact gives her the
same rights and liabilities as a son while asserting that it is applicable in all property
disputes filed before 2005 as well. The marriage of the daughter makes no difference
to this position.
The difficulty of looking at joint family as a coparcenary family unit is that it does not
take into account those joint families, which possess little in the form of immovable
or moveable property.
2.4.3 Variability in and Prevalence of Joint Family Living
i) Variability: We identified a joint family in terms of what is shared and who
shares it. We went through this exercise in this manner so that we can identify
and analyze the multitude of factors that make a joint family. But we must
remember that a joint family is a composite whole of both the “who and what”
components. The exact composition or members and what is actually shared
by these members in a particular family will vary through time and will also
vary between families.
The following factors relating to the compositional aspect explain these variations
within a family and between families.
a) The culturally patterned time of break-up: It differs across caste, community and
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region. The time, when a married son or brother breaks away to form a separate
residential and commensal unit, may vary within a family and between families.
b) Demographic profiles: Based on such factors like average life expectancy,
average age at marriage, average number of children born per couple, age of
father at the birth of various children etc., we will again find variation in the
pattern of joint family living.
c) The influence of education, spatial mobility and diversification of occupation
also bring about variation (CSWI 1974: 59).
ii) Prevalence: By comparing seventy six studies which included family types
across villages, caste communities and other population, Pauline Kolenda
(1987: 78) outlined the pattern of prevalence of joint family in India. She
observed that (a) joint family both lineal and collateral was more
characteristic of higher twice-born castes and least characteristic among the
economically poor and the untouchables, (b) there are regional differences in
the proportion of joint families. For instance, the Gangetic plains showed
higher incidence of joint families than Central India, i.e., in Madhya Pradesh,
Western Rajasthan, parts of Maharashtra, and (c) there seem to be differences
in the customary time of break-up of the joint family in various groups and
places in India.
In conclusion, we can say that there is something like a patterned cycle of
rearrangement of family living through time. As mentioned before, the family in India
has to be viewed as a process, in terms of a developmental cycle. Some studies have
described the Indian family types as stages in a family cycle (Desai 1964, Madan
1965, Cohn 1961). In the subsequent section we shall discuss this developmental
cycle approach to the study of family types in India.
Check Your Progress Exercise 2.2
Note:
I.
II.

Write your answer in the space given below.
Compare your answer with the one given at the end of this Unit.

Q.3 List out the five criteria of jointness. Use two lines for your answer.
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
Q.4 Name in three lines, the six major types of joint family structures as shown by
Kolenda.
…………………………………………………………………………………….……
………………………………………………………….…………………………….....
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2.5

DEVELOPMENTAL PROCESS OF THE FAMILY

What is means by the developmental process? It denotes a movement, which occurs
in a particular pattern. Developmental process of the family denotes that elements of
family life take shape in a particular manner and direction. It relates essentially to the
process of fission and/or fusion occurring in the residential and compositional aspects
of family living. We now look at the ideal of joint family living and elaborate the
processional view of family life.
2.5.1 The Ideal of Joint Family Living
The Indian patri-virilocal family can be viewed in terms of a cycle. A nuclear family
develops into a joint family after the marriage of a son and coming of a daughter-inlaw. After the death of the father, brothers often separate. In some places, like Andhra
Pradesh, sons are expected to stay together with the parents till all the children in the
family are married. After this they tend to separate. Thus, the process of fission takes
place and the joint family is broken into relatively smaller family units. The parents
may then choose to live with one of the sons. Some parents live alternately with all
the sons. There may be other kin members who come to live with members of a
nuclear family. For example a widow may come to live with her brother, his wife and
children if she has no children of her own.
In spite of the alterations that occur in the compositional and/or the residential aspect
of family living, what holds a family together is the recognition of oneness between
the father and the son’s households or between the brothers’ households. A son’s
family is in a sense an extension of the father’s family. In fact they are considered as
‘one family’. It is in this family that the incoming wife has to be incorporated. Formal
obligations towards relations by marriage and towards the daughters of the house are
expected to be shared by the members of this ‘one family’. In the developmental
cycle of this ‘one family’, the emergence of fission in the form of nuclear households
can be related to many factors.
One important factor is the high bargaining power of the wife (CSWI 1974:5961). It
has been pointed out that nuclear families develop out of joint families where the wife
has high bargaining power. This means that in groups where the wife has a right to
legal divorce, where bride price is given and where there is economic and social
support to a woman from her natal family, there are considerable possibilities for the
formation of nuclear households or fission in the ‘one family’.
Those who have studied the family as a process point out that a particular type of
composition of a household should be looked at as a stage in the developmental cycle.
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The presence of nuclear households should not be taken as indicative of change in the
institution of joint family. Such families should be viewed as units, which will grow
up into joint families when the sons grow up and marry. This may or may not happen
in reality. Rather at the level of norms and expectations, most families try to achieve
this ideal. We should also look at the other side of the coin. That is the side in which
the concept of joint family living is not found for several reasons.
2.5.2 Inapplicability of the Ideal of Joint Family Living
The idea of the developmental cycle of the family does not apply universally to all
groups. For instance, among artisans any kind of joint family living may be more
advantageous than among very poor agricultural groups where organisation of labour
or pooling of labour offers little advantage (CSWI 1974: 59).
An illustration of this point can be given from the study by Cohn (1955) of the
Chamars of Senapur, who are landless labourers. Among them the achievement of a
joint family is difficult because of demographic, economic factors as well as due to
the role of women and mobility. Let us look at these factors.
a) Demographic factor: With low life expectancy there is much less chance of
three generations existing at the same time.
b) Economic factors: With no property, contribution to the income of the family
is the major asset for this group. Since old people may not have the capacity to
work and contribute to the family resources, they are not considered as
essential and important persons in the family.
c) Role of women: Due to the poor financial position of the family, women are
required to take up paid employment outside the home. So the traditional
division of labour in a joint family where women look after the home and
children and men go out to work cannot operate. Women’s economic
activities make the continuity of the joint family difficult
d) Mobility: Movement of individuals from one place to another, in search of
better economic opportunity, also makes joint family living difficult.
Having discussed the factor of non-occurrence of joint family in certain groups, now
we shall also look at the areas of changes in the family.
2.6

CHANGES IN THE JOINT FAMILY SYSTEM

In order to measure the overall changes taking place in the family as an institution in
India, we need to identify the major forces or factors that have brought about changes
in the family structure. A host of interrelated factors, economic, educational, legal,
demographic, have affected the family in India. The impact has been differentially
felt by different groups through time. Let us look at each factor separately keeping in
mind that all these factors had a cumulative effect on different aspects of family
living.
2.6.1 Factors of Change and Process of Disintegration of the Joint Family
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Generally the factors leading to changes in the family are discussed in the context of
the issue of disintegration of the joint family. In addition, we will discuss these
factors also in the context of social changes occurring since the British rule in India.
i)

Economic Factors: Monetization (introduction of cash transactions),
diversification of occupational opportunities for employment in varied
spheres, technological advancements (in communication and transport) are
some of the major economic factors, which have affected the joint family
system in India.
The economic system established by the British encouraged monetisation
i.e., cash payment for services rendered and goods sold. The British also
threw open opportunities for employment in government service. Those
who were attracted by the employment opportunities and facilities
provided by the British, often left their traditional occupations and moved
to cities or towns where these occupations were available. This meant
residential separation from their ancestral home. If they were married, they
sometimes took their wives and children (and even one or two relatives)
along with them.
Since Independence, opportunities for and diversification of occupations
have increased. With a constitutional commitment to promote equality
between the sexes and to integrate women into the development process, a
further impetus has emerged to draw women into varied kinds of
occupations. In families where both the men and women go out to work,
role relationships between different members of the family are affected.

ii)

Educational Factors: Again it was during the British rule that
opportunities for higher education emerged in a significant way. All castes
and communities had access to the facilities provided by the British with
regard to education. Some of those who were able to gain access and
exposure to English-medium education (exposure specially to the
individualistic, liberal and humanitarian ideas) began to question some of
the Hindu customs and practices relating to child marriage, denial of rights
of education to women, property rights of women and ill-treatment of
widows. Educated young men not only desired to postpone their marriage
to a much later age than what was prescribed by family tradition, but also
wanted to marry women with some educational background. Educated
women (especially college educated) were expected to have a different
kind of influence on family matters than uneducated or less educated
women.

iii)

Legal Factors: Legislations regarding employment, education, marriage,
and property, have affected the family system in many ways. Labour laws
passed for the benefit of employees like the Indian Workmen
Compensation Act (1923), the Minimum Wages Act 1948, helped to
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reduce the economic reliance of members on the joint family for economic
support. In 1930 the Hindu Gains of Learning Act was passed whereby it
was declared that the property acquired by a Hindu out of his education
was his personal property though his education was paid for by the joint
family. The distinction between self-acquired property and joint family
property was drawn. In 1937, during the British rule a law was passed by
which a woman acquired a limited right to her husband’s property. She
could hold the property of her husband after his death as a limited owner
during her lifetime. But after she died the property devolved to the heirs
(usually the sons) of the husband.
With regard to marriage, the Child Marriage Restraint Act was passed in
1929, to curb infant marriages. It prescribed the minimum age (18 and 14
years respectively) at marriage for boys and girls. This Act also aimed to
give women an opportunity for education. Now in India the prescribed
minimum age at marriage is 21 for boys and 18 for girls.
After Independence the Hindu Succession Act (1956) was passed which
gave a daughter and a son equal right to the father’s property. These
legislations challenged the inheritance patterns that prevailed in joint
families prior to the passing of this Act and the dependent position of
women within the family.
iv)

Urbanisation: The process of urbanisation has also affected the pattern of
family life in India. It denotes the movement of people from rural to urban
areas and a shift from agricultural to non-agricultural occupations. It also
implies the adoption of an urban way of life. Urban life reflects increased
density of population, heterogeneity of population, diversification and
increased specialization of occupations, complex division of labour. It also
includes increased availability of educational and health facilities. Limited
availability of living space, impersonality and anonymity also characterize
urban life.

Partly as a result of population pressure on land, there has been a continuous influx of
people into cities seeking education, jobs, medical care etc. What impact does
migration to cities have on the families in villages? Residential separation due to
mobility of members from one place to another affects the size and composition of
the family. A man may take his wife and children along with him to establish a
nuclear family in the city. There have been many studies, which show that migration
to cities from villages and small towns has contributed to the rapid disintegration of
large size family units. These observations have been mainly based on census data,
which show a high percentage of nuclear families in cities (Mies 1980: 74). In the
city, with problems of finding accommodation and limited space available for living,
it becomes difficult for an average urbanite to maintain and support a large family.
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The other factors which have been held responsible for encouraging smaller units are
i) opportunities for higher education ii) heightened ambitions iii) increased
occupational mobility iv) growing sense of individuality (i.e., thinking in terms of
individual needs and ambitions rather than in terms of kinship needs and larger
familial requirements).
2.6.2 Factors of Change Leading to Reinforcement of the Joint Family
So far we have talked about the forces that were seen to negatively affect the joint
family functioning as commensal, co-residential and large size unit. Sociologists
while trying to measure the changes taking place in family life observe that
urbanisation and industrialisation have, in fact, served to strengthen some aspects of
joint family system. Here we will discuss three important studies to illustrate our
point.
i)

ii)

K.M. Kapadia (1972), for instance, has drawn our attention to the fact that
families, which have migrated to cities, still retain their bonds with their
joint family in the village or town. Even after they residentially separate
themselves from a joint family and form a nuclear family, they do not
function as an isolated or completely independent unit in the city. These,
families retain their kinship orientation and joint family ethic. This is
evident from the physical presence of relatives at the time of certain events
like birth, marriage, death, illness and so on. Sometimes members from
the families living in a city go to the village to participate in such events or
sometimes members from the rural family come to the city to involve
themselves in functions or ceremonies or activities of their kin members.
The joint family ethic is very much evident in the performance of certain
role obligations. These may include physical and financial assistance to
kin members. A family in the city has the duty to give shelter and
sustenance to all subsequent immigrants from the rural family, mostly
young men in pursuit of education and work or relations seeking medical
treatment in urban centres. So it can happen that in the course of time, a
kind of joint family is formed in the city, which is linked to the family in
the village by close family ties, by a system of mutual rights, duties and
obligations and also by the undivided family property.
Again the thesis that the joint family is dysfunctional to the process of
industrialisation has been challenged by those who point out that some of
the successful industrial establishments in the country are managed by the
individuals who strictly live by joint family rules. They maintain coresidence, common hearth, contribute and share economic resources. In
his study The Indian Joint Family in Modern Industry, Milton Singer
(1968) points out that the joint family continues to be the norm among
industrial entrepreneurs, despite changes in their material conditions of
living. He observes that changes have taken place, within three
generations, in residential, occupational and educational spheres. Social
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mobility has increased and ritual observations have been reduced in
number and/or in importance. However, these alterations, he points out,
have not transformed the joint family into isolated nuclear families. On the
contrary, a modified joint family organisation has emerged in the urban
industrial setting where even members from the ancestral home or village
move into the urban setting. Thus, according to Singer, the industrial
centre has simply become a new area for the working of the joint family
system.
iii)
Kolenda in her study Regional Differences in Family Structure in India
(1987: 4) observes that industrialisation serves to strengthen the joint
family because an economic base has been provided to support it or
because more hands are needed in a renewed family enterprise or because
kin can help one another in striving for upward mobility.
No doubt the joint family that functions today in urban settings is different in many
ways from the joint family which functioned in pre-independent and non-industrial
India. For instance many of the coresidential, commensal joint families in urban areas
remain joint because it is the norm or due to some advantages, or because of shortage
of accommodation. Yet, there may be considerable separation in the management of
household expenses on entertainment, education of children etc. Certain expenses
may be regarded individual, like those on clothes, education, and vacation. These
internal arrangements are different not only between urban and rural families but also
between families in an urban area.
Among many families, across caste, class, region and communities, it is possible to
find that sons along with the members of their nuclear family unit define the
household of the parents as the ‘main home’ or ‘common home’. This distinction may
be given to a) the household of the eldest brother or to b) that of the brother with
whom the parents live or, to c) that of the brother who lives on the ancestral or
parental property. Also presence of a parental home (where one son and a parent live)
or of a joint household of two brothers helps to keep the households (of parents and
sons and of brothers) closer to each other, for it provides a kind of common meeting
ground for all. Married daughters or sisters also come to this home. There may also
be a greater sense of economic obligation between members of this “family”
distributed in more than one household, residence and hearth (Dube 1974: 94).
Activity 2
Ask three members of three different generations, belonging to your family or your
neighbourhood or friends, the advantages and disadvantages of living in a joint
household. Based on their comments, write a note on this topic and compare it with
those written by other students at the study centre.
2.6.3 Emerging Patterns of Family Living
Today there are varied patterns of family living. In urban areas both male and female
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members of the family may go for gainful employment outside the home. In some
families the parents of the husband may live with his wife and children. While in
some others, members of the wife’s family may be living with the couple and their
children. With both the husband and the wife going outside the home for gainful
employment and with the absence or limited availability of child care facilities,
presence of kin members to look after the home and children comes handy for the
smooth functioning of the household. Those working couples who prefer to live in
nuclear families and who fear or resist interference from kin members, try to organize
their household with professional help from outside the family (like cooks, maid
servants, crèches).
Aged parents, who formerly used to look towards their eldest son or other sons for
support in old age, are now adjusting themselves to the new demands of family life by
making economic provisions for their old age. Even within a city parents and married
sons may reside separately. Another trend in family life in India is that girls are
prepared to support their parent or parents in old age, and it is not impossible to find a
widowed mother or parents staying with a married daughter (mainly, in the absence
of sons) to help her to manage the household. Measures have been provided at the
legal level to ensure that dependent old parents are looked after by a daughter if she is
self-reliant even after her marriage. Bilateral kinship relations are more and more
recognized and accepted today in many nuclear households in the cities.
Besides the above aspects, emerging patterns of family living include instances of
domestic violence, utter lack of social and physical security for unmarried women
(see Jain 1996a: 7).
Check Your Progress Exercise 2.3
Note:
I.
II.

Write your answer in the space given below.
Compare your answer with the one given at the end of this Unit.

Q.5 What is meant by the cyclical view of family? Use three lines for your answer.
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
Q.6 List in three lines some of the factors, which have negatively affected the joint
family system.
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
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…………………………………………………………………………………………
Q.7 State whether the following statements are true or false. Mark a T for true or F
for false against each statement.
a) Migration from a village to a city has affected the size of the families in which
this migration occurred.
b) A joint family is totally dysfunctional in industrial towns and cities.
c) The Hindu Succession Act of 1956 gave women the right to inherit a share of
the parental property.
2.7

LET US SUM UP

This unit has discussed the social institution of family in India. It has described the
types of family in India and emphasized the continuum of the nuclear and the joint
family system. Then, it described the nature of joint family in India and focused on
what constitutes jointness and who constitute a joint family. It also discussed
variability in and prevalence of joint family living in India. Then it looked at the
family in terms of the developmental cycle approach and discussed the changes in the
structure of joint family living. Finally, it outlined some of the emerging patterns of
family life in contemporary India.
2.8

GLOSSARY

Commensality

Relating to those who are traditionally allowed to eat together.

Coparcenary

Joint ownership of property amongst the male members of the
family, in a patrilineal society.

Matrilineal

A principle to trace descent through the female line.

Patrilineal

A principle to trace descent through the male line.

Patri-virilocal

The term refers to the residence of a couple after marriage with
the husband’s father.

2.9

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS: ANSWER KEYS

Answer to Q.1:

a) F; b) T

Answer to Q.2:

a) Supplemented nuclear family
b) Sub nuclear family
c) Single person household
d) Supplemented sub nuclear family

Answer to Q.3:

Commensality; Common Residence; Common Property;
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Cooperation and Sentiment and Ritual bonds.
Answer to Q.4:

Collateral joint family, Supplemented collateral joint family,
Lineal joint family, Supplemented joint family, Lineal
collateral joint family, Supplemented-lineal collateral joint
family.

Answer to Q.5:

In the cyclical view the nuclear and the joint family can be
viewed as a continuum. A nuclear family develops into a joint
family after marriage of a son and coming of a daughter-inlaw. After the death of the father the sons may separate to form
separate nuclear units. Later on each of these nuclear families
may develop into a joint family.

Answer to Q.6:

Factors affecting the joint family system are (a) western secular
education, (b) market cash economy, (c) salaried occupations,
(d) laws, and (e) urbanization.

Answer to Q.7:

a) T; b) F; c) T
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3.1

INTRODUCTION

In the previous Unit, you have learned about the aims and features of Hindu marriage.
The conceptual aspects of Muslim and tribal marriage and forms of these marriages
are discussed in this Unit. It introduces the learners about different marriage practices
which are predominant in Indian society. Hindu marriage is considered as a
sacrament while Muslim marriage is considered as a contract. Similarly Majumdar
says that the marital bond among the tribals of India is found to bring together not just
two individuals, but two families and even kindred and villages in order to create and
foster social solidarity.
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3.2

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

After studying this Unit, you will be able to:



3.3

discuss different features of Muslim marriage in India;
explain various forms of prescriptions and proscriptions regarding marriage
among tribes;
highlight different ways of acquiring mates among tribes.
MUSLIM MARRIAGE IN INDIA

Marriage among Muslim is universal and obligatory. Since the Muslim community
discourages celibacy, marriage has to be performed. It is true that marriage among
Muslim is a civil contract as it is meant for procreation of children and legalizing
sexual intercourse; it is a religious duty also. It is considered an ‘ibadat’.
Characteristic features of Muslim marriage are; acceptance of the proposal of
marriage by the bride; capability of the bridegroom to enter into a marriage (father’s
brother’s daughters) and cross cousins (mother’s brother’s daughters) are given
preference; and marriage is valid only if it is free from legal complications.
It may be noted that man and women did not enjoy equal rights with regard to the
provision of divorce. Women have always been at the receiving end. However,
industrialization, urbanization, modernization and spread of modern education have
drastically changed the perspective. Spread of small family norm and lesser incidence
of divorce are some of the impacts of social change on the institution of Muslim
marriage.
The regulation of the Shariah along with the traditions of the Prophet provides us with
a framework for identifying practices relating to Muslim marriage, family and
inheritance. The Shariah consists of regulations pertaining to marriage, family and
inheritance. The traditions of the Prophet include records of the Prophet’s own
manner of living and pronouncements on various matters of daily life. These
traditions have become a source of normative guidance for Muslim social life. Let us
discuss these traditions relating to family, marriage and inheritance in Muslims.
Let us examine here the essential features of Muslim marriage in the context of
Islamic religion, which has provided the ideological foundation for social behaviour.
3.3.1 Nikah
Marriage among Muslims is known by the Arabic word ‘Nikah’. It takes place in the
form of contract and is not considered as sacrosanct (exceedingly sacred). It is
obligatory in character. Muslim law maintains that the main objective of ‘Nikah’ is
procreation and legalisation of children. The essential elements of Muslim marriage
are: a) marriage proposal is made by or on behalf of the concerned parties; b)
acceptance of the proposal in the presence of one or two male and two female
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witnesses; c) settlement of Dower or Mehr. The Sunnis among Muslims perform
‘Nikah’, a permanent marriage while the Shias perform a temporary marriage that is
Muta marriage. Muta marriage is different from ‘Nikah’ on the following grounds: i)
wife claims for maintenance in permanent marriage, whereas in Muta marriage, a
claim cannot be made; ii) the ‘Muta’ marriage continues for a certain period of time,
after the expiry of that period, marriage dissolves and becomes illegal to continue the
marriage.
The arrangement of marriage is largely the responsibility of the parents, particularly
that of the father. In the past, bride or bridegroom had no say in the selection of his or
her partner. This disadvantage was even more glaring in the case of female. With the
passage of time male members of Muslim community have acquired some freedom in
the choice of their spouse. In case of woman the situation has not much changed.
3.3.2 Types of Muslim Marriage
There are three types of Muslim marriage in India such as i) Valid (Sahi Nikah); ii)
Void marriage (batil); and iii) Irregular marriage (fasid). When the marriage has been
contracted by following all the religious and legal requirements, it is called valid
marriage. In valid marriage, the wife has the right to maintenance and inheritance of
property. In void marriage, a marriage is not considered as legal. There are certain
conditions under which marriage is considered as invalid such as polygamy, marriage
within the circle of close relatives, marriage with idolaters, marriage with people of
pre-matured age and unsound mind, sororate, marrying a woman during her ‘Iddat’
period etc. An irregular marriage violates some of the conditions of valid marriage.
These marriages can be converted into valid marriage by fulfilling the irregularities.
Some of the examples of irregular marriage are, i) absence of required number of
witnesses; ii) Muslim man marrying the fifth wife; iii) marrying a woman during her
‘Iddat’ period etc.
3.3.3 Age at Marriage
Islamic law does not specify any particular age limit for Muslim Social Organisation
marriage. The only condition is that a minor girl cannot join the husband after
marriage. Although young girls may be married but the girl should join the husband
only after attaining maturity. This interpretation is not related to age but to attainment
of puberty. According to the latest amendment of ‘Child Marriage Restraint Act’ of
1929 the minimum marriageable age of male and female is 21 years and 18 years
respectively. Nevertheless early marriage is still widely prevalent in the Muslim
community.
3.3.4 Marriage Ceremony
The ceremony of Muslim marriage, i.e. ‘Nikah’ is conducted by ‘kazi’. It is
customary to recite verses from Quran so as to seek Allah’s blessings for the couple.
Consent is sought from both the individuals. In order to complete the marriage
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ceremony, a formal document ‘Nikahnama’ is prepared. Notwithstanding other
aspects, ‘Nikahnama’ specifies the nature of Dower or Mehr. Mehr is a particular sum
of money or property, which the bride is entitled to receive from bridegroom in
consideration of marriage. It’s a sort of guarantee for the security of the woman. Mehr
is an indispensable custom without which no Muslim marriage can acquire social or
legal legitimacy. Mehr is not a fixed amount of money or property. It varies according
to the social and economic status of the concerned families. The mode of payment is
also flexible. It can be paid either immediately after the marriage or postponed till
some mutually agreeable future date.
3.3.5 Mehr and Dower: Islamic Law never mentioned about dowry. But in reality
it has become a common practice. Broadly speaking, the amount of Mehr has been
reduced to a mere symbolic value. Usually it is several times smaller than the dowry,
which the parents of many girls pay at the time of marriage. Thus the ritualization of
Mehr and the increasing practice of dowry have adversely affected the status of
Muslim women and their marriage prospects.
3.3.6 Polygamy
A notable practice associated with Muslim marriage is polygamy or plurality of
wives. In Islam, a Muslim male may have four wives at a time. However, he must be
able to treat them on equal and just bases. In India, this practice of plurality of wives
became popular during the Muslim Rule. These days it is becoming less prevalent. It
has considerably decreased among the urban and educated sections of Muslim
population. Islam permits marriage between both parallel and cross cousins. A
notable preferential choice is whereby a male marries his father’s brother’s daughter.
Mohammedan Law also provides for certain restrictions in marriage so far as other
communities are concerned. A Muslim woman cannot marry a ‘Kithabian’ or nonMuslim. But a male can marry a ‘Kithabia’. Let us make it clear that ‘Kithabia’ (n) is
an individual who believes in a religion revealed through a book {other than Quran)
but does not engages in the practice of ‘idol’ or ‘fire’ worship, etc.
3.3.7 Divorce and Remarriage
Under Muslim Personal Law, husband enjoys unlimited freedom in matters of
divorce. He is permitted to divorce his wife according to his own pleasure or without
assigning any reason or cause. On the other hand, a woman does not enjoy such a
freedom. This custom has resulted in man’s domination arid power over the woman.
Although the Prophet gave to the women the right of obtaining separation on
reasonable grounds, in practice, this is not so. In general there are two types of
divorce, i.e. ‘talaq’ and ‘khula or mubarat’. Talaq is judicial divorce and earlier it
was effective when the husband unilaterally pronounced the word ‘Talaq’ thrice. This
Triple talaq is known as talaq-e-biddat. Talaq-e-biddat refers to the practice under
Muslim personal laws where pronouncement of the word ‘talaq’ thrice in one sitting
by a Muslim man to his wife results in an instant and irrevocable divorce. The
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Muslim Women (Protection of Rights on Marriage) Bill, 2019 was introduced in Lok
Sabha by the Minister of Law and Justice on June 21, 2019 and passed on July 26,
2019. This triple talaq was illegal in India on August 1, 2019 replacing an Ordinance
promulgated on February 21, 2019. The Bill makes all declaration of talaq, including
in written or electronic form, to be void (i.e. not enforceable in law) and illegal. It
defines talaq as talaq-e-biddat or any other similar form of talaq pronounced by a
Muslim man resulting in instant and irrevocable divorce. Another form of divorce is
‘Khula and mubarat’’. In ‘Khula’, the divorce is initiated by the wife and in
‘mubarat’, divorce takes place by mutual consent.
After divorce a woman is not free to remarry immediately. She is supposed to wait for
a specified period before seeking remarriage. This period is called ‘iddat’. On the
whole ‘talaq’ is considered the most detestable custom in Islam. In India, with the
‘Dissolution of Muslim Marriage Act’, 1939, Muslim woman got the right to divorce
her husband on certain specified grounds but men still enjoy much greater freedom as
compared to women in matters of divorce.
The Quran and Islamic tradition favour widow marriage. The responsibility for
marrying a widow lies with her parents. Although the provision for widow marriage
is clearly stated yet until recent times such marriages were presented because of
socio-cultural considerations.
3.3.8 Inheritance: Though Islamic society is patrilineal, women in Islam enjoy the
right to inherit property. Islamic jurisprudence defines not only the scope of the
property a woman may own-by inheritance, by gift and by the fruits of her own
labour but also recognises the absolute ownership of it. Both daughters and widows
inherit property, including land and houses, from their parents and husbands. Islamic
law grants women, even if childless, remarried or divorced complete rights over their
inherited property. However, women inherit smaller shares of wealth than men do; a
son’s share is twice that of a daughter.
3.4

TRIBAL MARRIAGE IN INDIA

Family comes into being only through the establishment of culturally controlled and
sanctioned marital relations. Marriage, therefore, is universal. Edward Westermarck
defined “marriage as the more or less durable connection between male and female
lasting beyond the mere act of propagation till after the birth of offspring”. We find
various forms of prescriptions and proscriptions regarding marriage among tribes,
also. Monogamy is a form of marriage in which no man may be married to more than
woman at a time. Majority of Indian tribes practices monogamy. Polygamy is a form
of marriage to more than one person. Among Indian tribes, there are many who are
following this type of matrimonial alliance. Polygamy has two aspects: (1) Polygyny
(2) Polyandry. In polygyny, one man marries more than a woman. Polygyny is founf
among the Naga tribes, the Gond, the Baiga, Lushai, the Juang, the Kondh and the
Toda. Polygyny is practised among several tribes because of several reasons- i) due to
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the imbalance of the sex ratio; ii) the practice of polygyny accords higher status and
prestige; and iii) more wives and children will provide the husband free and reliable
labour. Similarly in polyandry, the woman marries more than a man. The Kota, the
Khasa, the Toda, the Khasi tribes practise this type of marriage. Polyandry is
practised due to several reasons. The imbalance in sex ratio, less number of females
of marriageable age is another reason. Higher bride price is also considered as another
cause of polyandry. However, uniqueness of tribal marriage lies in the ways by which
mates are acquired. There are: probationary marriage among Kuki; marriage by
capture among Nagas, Ho, Kharia and Birhor; marriage by trial which is recognition
of personal courage and bravery among Bhil; marriage by what has been called
purchase or bride price prevalent all over tribal India: marriage by service---a solution
to the problem of high bride price among Gonds and Baigas; marriage by exchanging
women of two households for avoiding the payment of high bride price prevalent all
over India except Khasi Tribe; marriage by mutual consent and elopement among
those tribes who have youth dormitories, and marriage by intrusion among Birhor and
Ho.
3.4.1 Exogamy and Endogamy
The practise of marrying outside one’s own family clan, village or group is called as
exogamy. Several tribes in India practise this rule of marriage. There are three types
of exogamy rules followed among tribes such as family exogamy, clan exogamy and
village exogamy. The practice of clan exogamy is widely followed among the Indian
tribals like Gond, the Baiga, the Ho, the Khasi, and the Munda.
The practise of marrying within one’s own tribe or clan is called endogamy. Two
types of endogamy rules are followed such as clan endogamy, tribe endogamy. The
Todas of Nilgiri Hills, the Bhills, the Korwa etc.
3.4.2 Preferential Marriage and Prohibitions
The following are some of the popular types of ‘preferential’ marriage prevalent
among the Indian tribes:
1. Cousin Marriage
The Gond, the Kharia, the oraon, the Khasi and the Kadar practise cousin Marriage.
These are of two types:
A.

Cross-cousin marriage

The marriage between mother’s brother’s children and father’s sister’s children are
called cross-cousin marriage. It type of marriage is found among different tribes in
Southern India. The Gonds of Madhya Pradesh practise cross-cousin marriage.
B.

Parallel-cousin marriage
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Marrying one’s father’s brother’s child or mother’s sister’s child is called parallel
cousin marriage.
2. Levirate
If a man dies, his wife is inherited by the brother of the deceased husband. This
practise of being actual or potential mate to one’s husband’s brother is called levirate.
This practise is found among the Santals, the Ho, the Saora, the Bhuinya, and the
Munda etc. Levirate as a form of marriage is useful for the tribal society. Firstly, it
allows widow remarriage; secondly, it provides the widow with social security within
the same family, thirdly, it also provides social security to the offspring of the widow;
fourthly, it strengthens the solidarity between inter-family unity.
3. Sororate
The practice of marrying one’s wife’s sisters is called sororate. The custom of
sororate is found among the tribal communities where the practice of bride-price is
prevalent.
3.4.3 Ways of Acquiring Mates among Tribals
Though premarital relationships among tribals are tolerated, and self-selection is
permitted, all regular marriages are parent arranged. Even marriage by 'capture' is
affected, in some tribes, at the instance or connivance of parents. Irregular marriages
are affected through elopement, intrusion or forcible application of vermilion, all of
which are eventually accepted by the parents and the families concerned, as
signifying wedlock. In practice various other forms of mate selection are in existence.
The more important among these are discussed below.

Figure 3.1 Ways of Acquiring Mates
i) Selection by Purchase and Service
Mate selection 'by purchase' is the most prevalent practice. In this, bride-price has to
be paid to the girl's parents. The amount of bride-price rates from a nominal price (as
in case of Regma Naga) to such a high price (as in case of Ho) that many young men
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and women have to remain unmarried.
Some tribes (Gond) have found a way out of the high bride-price. The would-be
groom lives and works in his would-be father-in law's house as a suitor-servant for a
number of years before he can ask for the girl's hand in marriage.
Another way of avoiding the payment of bride-price is through an exchange of
girls/women among eligible families.
ii) Selection by Mutual Consent (Youth Dormitories) and Elopment
Tribes having youth dormitories provide a wide scope for the youth to choose their
mates. Therefore, marriage by mutual consent with parents’ approval has been the
general practice. Where parents object, elopement is a solution. Eventually the
parents welcome the couple's return.in this type of marriage, bride price is easily
avoided. The Juang, the Santqal, the Bhuinya, the Kondha and The Saora practise this
kind of marriage.
iii) Selection by Capture
Mate selection 'by capture' has been a feature of Naga, Ho, Bhil and Gond tribes.
Among Nagas, female infanticide was resorted to because of fear of raids for bride
capturing. Among the Gond capture takes place often at the instance of parents of the
bride and amongst the Ho it is prearranged. Besides physical capture, there is also a
ceremonial capture. Among Central Indian tribes peaceful captures are affected on the
occasion of certain inter village festivals.
iv) Selection by Trial
Mate selection by trial also exists among some tribals. A young Bhil of Madhya
Pradesh has to prove his prowess before he can claim the hand of any girl. This is
generally done through is dance game. On Holi festival, young women dancers make
a circle around a tree or pole on which a coconut and gud are tied. The men folk make
an outer ring. The trial of strength begins when a young man attempts to break the
inner circle in order to reach the tree/pole. The women resist his attempt with all their
might; and in case the man is able to reach the tree and eat the gud and break open the
coconut. He can choose any girl from the surrounding inner circle, as his wife.
Selection by Intrusion
Cases are reported among some tribals, where a girl desirous of marrying an
unwilling mate thrusts herself on him, bears all humiliations and harsh treatment till
the man yields. Such a marriage is termed as marriage by intrusion. The Juang, the
Kondh and the Bhuiyan practise this type of marriage. This kind of marriage is also
reported among the Birhor and the Ho tribes of Chhotnagpur region.
Selection by Probation
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In addition to the above-mentioned ways of mate selection, probationary marriages
are also reported among the Kuki, who permit a young man and woman to live
together at the girls home for some weeks, and then decide whether to get married or
not. In case they decide to separate, the young man has to pay cash compensation to
the girl's parents.
Selection by Exchange
If a son and daughter of marriageable age are available in two families they may
exchange the daughters and do not pay any bride price for obtaining the bride. The
tribes like the Kondh, the Saora, The Juang, Bhuyian, and the Santals etc. practise this
type of marriage.
3.5

LET US SUM UP

In this Unit, we have described essential features of Muslim marriage. In Muslim
marriage, the proposal comes from the boy’s side and it has to be accepted in the
same meeting by the girl, in the presence of two witnesses. The Muslims also
emphasize on the capacity of a person to contract marriage. They practise polygamy
and have the consideration of irregular or void marriages. Similarly, tribal marriage
follows certain rules of marriage like monogamy, polygamy etc. besides these, some
of the preferential marriage prevalent among the Indian Tribes such as cousin
marriage, Levirate and Sororate. We have also discussed the ways of acquiring mates
among tribes such as selection by purchase and service, selection by trial, selection by
mutual consent and elopement, selection by capture and exchange, selection by
intrusion and probation.
3.6

GLOSSARY

Clan:

a group of people united by actual or perceived kinship and
descent

Mehr:

it constitutes some amount of money, gold and share in the
household immovable property which are promised to be given
by the bridegroom to his wife upon her death or at the time of
divorce.

Muta:

a temporary form of marital contract which continues for a
limited period of time

Shariat:

a religious law forming part of the Islamic tradition

Talaq:

the repudiation of marriage by the husband

Tribe:

a social division in a traditional society consisting of families
or communities linked by social, economic, religious, or blood
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ties, with a common culture and dialect, typically having a
recognized leader.
Youth dormitory:

3.7

youth houses facilitating young people to come and live
together and is common among trial communities in India.
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4.1

INTRODUCTION

In the previous Units of this Block, we have discussed different aspects of marriage
and joint family system in India. In this Unit, we shall discuss the changing marriage
and family structure in India. This Unit begins with the changes happening in the
marriage pattern, its forms, mate selection practices, age at marriage etc. followed by
the changing patterns of family in India. Then different factors Industrialisation,
urbanisation and modernisation are the important social forces affecting the
traditional family structure in India. We discuss these factors briefly and describe a
perspective to understand the change in the family structure.
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4.2

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

After studying this Unit, you will be able to:
 discuss changes that have taken place in the institution of marriage;
 explain the factors responsible for change in the family system;
 examine the changes in the traditional joint family system; and
 analyse the changes in the rural and urban family system in India.
4.3

CHANGES IN MARRIAGE PATTERNS

Industrialisation and urbanisation have ushered in changes which have profoundly
affected the institution of marriage all over the world. While different societies, and
within each society different groups, have responded differentially to industrialisation
and urbanisation, nonetheless certain common trends in the changes affecting
marriage are discernible.
4.3.1 Changes in the Forms of Marriage
Societies with traditions of plural marriages are turning towards monogamy. Due to
the general improvement in the status of woman and her gradual emancipation from
the clutches of male dominance, even in those societies where polygamy is
permissible, incidences of polygamous marriages, and plurality of wives, are on the
decrease. In India, the Hindu Marriage Act has banned both polygynous and
polyandrous marriages. Even in a Muslim country like Pakistan, legislation was
introduced making it necessary for the kazi to solemnize plural marriages only if the
first wife gave her written consent. The trend towards monogamy has also been
encouraged by the new idea of romantic love as the basis for marriage propagated by
the western societies. It is a marriage in which one specific individual is considered to
be the ideal partner.
However, it would perhaps be wrong to assume that this trend towards monogamy is
also towards straight monogamy. While conditions in modern society have made
marriage unstable and the marriage bond is revocable, individuals are willing to risk
another marriage in order to find happiness. Parents and friends too are sympathetic
in this matter. Hence, societies are likely to move towards the condition of serial
monogamy, rather than maintain straight monogamy.

4.3.2 Changes in Mate Selection
In traditional societies like India, where mate selection was entirely a prerogative of
parents and elders, a dent has been made. Young men and women are increasingly
being given some say in the matter of mate selection. From a position in which they
had no say whatsoever concerning whom they were to get married to, a stage has now
come in which the concerned individuals are consulted and their consent obtained. In
urban middle class families, sons and daughters have even come to enjoy the right to
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veto marriage proposals initiated by others. In the more advanced and enlightened
urban families, parents are now giving opportunities to their children to become
acquainted with prospective mates. "Dating" a practice in which a boy and a girl meet
each other to get to know each other and enjoy themselves with relative freedom is a
phenomenon which can be seen in different colleges and universities of
predominantly metropolitan cities in India. It is again an imitation of the Western
Society and is the result of exposure of people to Western culture to a far greater
extent than it was
earlier.
In India, mate selection through newspaper advertisement has become quite a popular
practice among urban middle classes and the latest development is the reported
harnessing of the services of computers in bringing potentially compatible mates
together.
4.3.3 Changes in Age of Marriage
In India where, traditionally, child marriages were prescribed, preferred and
encouraged, various efforts were made by social reformers to bring this practice to an
end; accordingly, the Child Marriage Restraint Act, popularly known as the Sarda
Act, was passed in1929. However, early marriage continues, in spite of the impact of
modern industrialisation and urbanisation, especially among the rural people. In urban
areas, too, there was a strong tendency to get a daughter married off as soon as
possible. But with increasing enrolment of girls in schools and colleges, and their
desire to take up employment, along with the problems of 'settling down7in life for
the vast majority of boys, the age at marriage is perforce being pushed up. Further, as
part of its population policy, the Government has now prescribed the minimum age of
marriage as 18 years for girls and 20 years for boys. In urban areas, however,
marriages are now generally taking place beyond these prescribed minimum ages.
4.3.4 Changes in Marriage Rituals and Customs
Contemporary changes in India present us with a paradoxical situation. With greater
intrusion of technology and science, it was expected that a secular-scientific outlook
would emerge and, consequently, the non-essential rituals and customs have always
pleaded for avoiding of wasteful expenditures on meaningless customs and rituals.
But observation indicates that, contrary to the expectations of enlightened people,
marriages in India are tending to become more traditional insofar as the ritual-custom
complex is concerned. Today, there is a revival of many rituals and customs, which,
soon after independence, appeared to have become weak. To an extent, this revival is
a function of affluence. Many people in society have a lot of money to spend lavishly
on weddings, and there is a tendency among the not-so affluent to imitate the affluent.
4.3.5 Changes in Marriage: Goals and Stability
It was seen earlier that procreation has been the most important function of marriage
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intraditional societies. In all communities, a large number of children, bestowed
higher status upon parents and among Hindus sons were particularly desired. Thus, a
large sized family was one of the cherished goals of marriage, and the blessings
showered upon the bridal couple included good wishes for several children.
But modern conditions of life have made a large family burdensome; in fact, even
those with three or four children are being disfavoured.
Several developing Countries are seized of the problems that exploding populations
can cause and are, therefore, committed to encouraging the small family norm.
Restriction of family size is the declared official policy of many of these. India, in
fact, was the first country to adopt an official family planning programme. In those
Asian and African countries where there are democratic governments, through
vigorous education efforts, citizens are being made to realise and accept the
advantages of limited procreation.
China has also adopted a very strict population control programmes which involves
certain disincentives and punishments for couples that do not restrict procreation. All
these efforts are gradually influencing the values of people in India, and other
countries. It is being realised that it is better to have about two healthy and well-cared
for children than a large number who cannot be adequately fed, clothed or looked
after.
As procreation, and along with it parenting role, are tending to become less important,
other functions like companionship and emotional support from the spouse and
children are becoming the more important goals of marriage. In fact, the younger
people today are entering matrimony for happiness and personal fulfilment.
The conditions causing marital instability are likely to worsen rather than improve in
the future. Our outlook, values arid ideals pertaining to marriage are also undergoing
change. What then is the future of marriage? Predictions concerning social life are
difficult and risky. But, there appears to be little chance that marriage, as a major
event in individual and social life will ever be given up and abandoned. If evidence
from western societies is any guide, high rates of divorce will not automatically deter
people from getting married. Notwithstanding marital instability, the individual's
quest for finding happiness in marriage will continue.

Check Your Progress Exercise 4.1
Notes:
I.
II.

Write your answer in the space given below.
Compare your answer with the one given at the end of this Unit.
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Q.1. Comment briefly upon changes in the forms of marriage. Use about five lines for
your answer.
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
Q.2 Describe how the goals and stability of marriage are changing. Use about five
lines for your answer.
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………

4.4

SOCIAL CHANGES AFFECTING INDIAN FAMILY SYSTEM

The family has been and continues to be one of the most important elements in the
fabric of Indian society. The bond that ties the individual to his family, the range of
the influence and authority that the family exercises make the family in India not
merely an institutional structure of our society, but accord give it a deep value. The
family has indeed contributed to the stability to Indian society and culture.
Today, the Indian family is subjected to the effects of changes that have been taking
place in the economic, political, social and cultural spheres of our society. In the
economic sphere, the patterns of production, distribution and consumption have
changed greatly. The process of industrialization and the consequent urbanization and
commercialization have had drastic impacts on the family. Migration to urban areas,
growth of slums, change from caste oriented and hereditary occupations to new
patterns of employment offered by a technological revolution, the cut-throat
competition for economic survival and many other economic changes have left their
impact on the family.
Briefly speaking, these changes in the socio-economic-political-cultural milieu of our
society have led to changes in the structures, functions, roles, relationships and values
of the family. In the context of the changes in the economic system, more and more
members of the family are moving away from the larger family circle and living as
individuals or members of a nuclear unit in urban areas. The patterns or loyalties,
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obligations and expectations have changed. The case of the child and the aged in
particular has become a problem for many due to structural changes in the family.
4.4.1 Social Processes Affecting Family Structure
A host of inter-related factors, viz., economic, educational, legal and demographic
like population growth, migration and urbanisation, etc., have been affecting the
structure of the family in India. We shall take care of these factors while discussing
the changes, in the following sections. Here, let us discuss the broad processes of
industrialisation, urbanisation and modernisation as factors affecting the family
structure.
i)

Industrialization

There are innumerable published accounts demonstrating that changes have taken
place in the structure of the family due to exposures to the forces of industrialisation.
Nuclearisation of the family is considered as the outcome of its impact. Such an
interpretation presupposes existence of non-nuclear family structure in such societies.
Empirical evidence sometimes does not support this position. Further, industrial
establishments have their own requirements of human groups for their efficient
functioning. As a result, people are migrating to industrial areas, and various kinds of
family units have been formed adding extra-ordinary variety to the overall situation.
It is, nevertheless, important to note down in this context that despite definite visible
trends in the changing structure of the family due to industrialisation, it is not yet
possible to establish any one-to-one relationship.
ii)

Urbanisation

In most of the discussions on impact of urbanisation on the family structure, one
specific observation is fairly common: that, due to the influence of urbanisation, the
joint family structure is under severe stress, and in many cases it has developed a
tendency toward nuclearisation. When there is no disagreement on the authenticity of
such a tendency, the traditional ideal joint family was perhaps not the exclusive type
before such influence came into existence. Nevertheless, various accounts
demonstrate how both nuclear and joint structures have evolved innumerable varieties
due to the influence of urbanisation.
iii)

Modernisation

Both industrialisation and urbanisation are considered as the major contributing
factors toward modernisation. In fact, modernisation as a social-psychological
attribute can be in operation independent of industrialisation and urbanisation. With
the passage of time, through exposures to the forces of modernisation, family
structure underwent multiple changes almost leading to an endless variety. There are
instances too, where family structure has become simpler due to its impact. There are
also contrary instances indicating consequent complexity in family structure.
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iv)

Change in the Family Structure : A Perspective

One of the important features of the family studies in India has been concerned with
the question of whether the joint family system is disintegrating, and a new nuclear
type of family pattern is emerging. “It seems almost unrealistic”, Augustine points
out, “that we think of a dichotomy between the joint and nuclear family. This is
especially true given the rapidity of social change, which has swept our country.” In
the context of industrialisation, urbanisation and social change, it is very difficult to
think of a dichotomy between the joint and the nuclear family in India. In the present
contexts, these typologies are not mutually exclusive. Social change is an inevitable
social process, which can be defined as observable transformations in social
relationships. This transformation is most evident in the family system. However,
because of structures of our traditionality, these transformations are not easily
observable (Augustine 1982:2).
Against this backdrop, to understand the dimensions of changes taking place in Indian
family system, the concept of transitionality may be used. This concept, according to
Augustine, has two dimensions: retrospective and prospective. The retrospective
dimension implies the traditional past of our family and social system, while the
prospective one denotes the direction in which change is taking place in our family
system. Transitionality is thus an attempt to discern the crux of the emergent forms of
family (Augustine 1982:3).
Keeping in mind this perspective, we shall examine the emerging trends of change in
the family system in contemporary India. However, at the outset, we are to make it
explicit that, within the given space, it would not be possible for us to document the
changes individually taking place in the family system of various castes or ethnic
groups spread over diversified socio-cultural regions of this country. Hence for your
broad understanding, we shall concentrate on three broad areas of our enquiry:
change in the traditional extended family, rural family and urban family. Let us begin
with change in the traditional extended family.
4.4.2 Change in the Joint Family System
The extended family in India is known as joint family. The ideals of the joint family
are highly valued throughout the country, especially among the Hindus. However,
studies conducted in several parts of the country show that the joint family system in
India is undergoing a process of structural transformation due to the process of
modernisation, industrialisation and urbanisation. But the fact remains that the values
and attitudes of the Indian society have favoured the joint family tradition for
centuries, and these are still favoured. Many scholars have viewed the transformation
in the joint family system in terms of the concept of the family cycle.
A nuclear family develops into a joint family after the marriage of a son; that is with
the coming in of a daughter in-law. Hence the process of fission and fusion take place
in the family system due to various reasons. In most parts of India, where patriarchal
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families exist, sons are expected to stay together with the parents till the siblings of
the family are married. After this they tend to separate. Thus the process of fission
takes place, and the joint family is broken into relatively smaller number of units sometimes into nuclear units. Nicholas, on the basis of his study in rural West Bengal,
concludes that if a joint family between a father and his married sons divides, a joint
family among brothers rarely survives. The father seems to be the keystone of the
joint family structure. Despite the solidarity among the male siblings, after the
father’s death, many forces tend to break the joint family into separate hearths, even
though at times the property may be held in common (Cf. Ishwaran, 1982: 8).
I.P. Desai, in his famous work, Some Aspects of Family in Mahuva (1964), points out
that in Gujarat ‘a residentially nuclear group is embedded in social, cultural and other
non-social environments, which are not the same as those in the societies of the
West’. He defines the structure of a family in terms of one’s orientation to action.
When action is oriented towards the husband, wife and children, the family can be
categorised as a nuclear unit; and when the action is oriented towards a wider group,
it is defined as a joint family. To him, through the nuclear family does exist in India,
it is, however, not the prevalent pattern. In his sampling, only 7% of the households
considered nuclear family as desirable, while around 60% considered jointness as
desirable. Significantly, elements of jointness were found among all religious groups.
Their greater degree was available among the business and the agricultural castes. It
is important to note that property was an important factor behind the jointness.
Kapadia also found that though most families are nuclear, they are actually ‘joint’ in
operation. These families maintain their connections through mutual cooperation and
rights and obligations other than those of property. To him, not the common hearth,
but mutual ties, obligations and rights, etc., have been the major elements of jointness
in the contemporary functionally joint family in India (Kapadia 1959: 250). In his
study of a village in South India, Ishwaran (1982) found that 43.76% nuclear
(elementary) families and 56.24% were extended (joint) families. The villagers attach
a wealth of meaning to the term ‘jointness’ and in their opinion one either belongs to
the joint family or depends upon the extended kin. In fact, the isolated independent
elementary family does not exist for them, and indeed its actual existence is largely
superficial due to heavy reliance upon the extended kin group. The extended family is
the ideal family, reinforced by religious, social, economic and other ideological
forces. He concludes that even though the nuclear families are on the increase,
perhaps because of the greater geographical and social mobility found in a society
being modernised, these families cannot live in isolation without active cooperation
and contact with the extended kin (Ishwaran 1982: 20) There is no denying the fact
that the trend of modernisation has been dominant in India. However, the physical
separation does not speak for the departure from the spirit of jointness of the family
structure. The sense of effective cooperation in need, and obligation to each other, has
remained prevalent among the family members in spite of being separated from the
erstwhile joint family. Hence, we are required to understand not only the
manifestation of nuclearisation of the family structure in India, but also the latent
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spirit of cooperation and prevalence of common values and sentiments among the
family members. The extent of cooperation and the prevalence of common values and
sentiments may vary in the rural and urban areas. We shall discuss the patterns of
change in the rural and urban family structure, separately, in the following sections.
Check Your Progress Exercise 4.2
Notes:
I.
II.

Write your answer in the space given below.
Compare your answer with the one given at the end of this Unit.

Q.3 Write a note, in about six lines, on the fission in the traditional joint family
system in India.
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
Q.4 How can you define the structure of a family in terms of one’s orientation
towards action. Answer in about five lines.
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
4.4.3 Change in the Rural Family System
Scholars have identified the joint family as typical of rural India. These families are
exposed to various forces, viz., land reforms, education, mass media, new technology,
new development strategies, urbanisation, industrialisation, modernisation, and so on.
These above-mentioned forces are found to exercise tremendous influence on the
contemporary family systems in rural India. Let us examine these forces in detail.
A. Factors Responsible for Change
There are various factors affecting the family structure in rural India. We shall discuss
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some of these factors here.
i)

Land Reforms

Earlier, the members of the joint family normally lived together due to common
ancestral property, which was vast in size. Land reforms imposed ceiling restriction
on the landholdings. In many cases, the heads of the family resorted to theoretical
partition of the family by dividing the land among the sons in order to avoid the law
of the land ceiling. During their life-time the sons live under his tutelage, if he was
powerful; otherwise, sons gradually began to live separately during their parents’ lifetime. Thus the theoretical partition hastens formal partition, and sows the seeds for
separate living (Lakshminarayana, 1982: 44). Again, in many cases, real partition has
taken place in the joint family, immediately after the implementation of the land
ceiling laws.
ii)

Education and Gainful Employment

Education, industrialisation and urbanisation have opened the scope for gainful
employment to the villagers outside the village. Initially, a few members of the joint
family move to the city for education. After successful completion of education, most
of them join service or opt for other avenues of employment in the urban areas. They
get married and start living with their wives and children. Gradually, such separate
units become the nuclear families. However, the members of these nuclear units keep
on cooperating with the other members of their natal family on most occasions.
iii)

Economic Difficulties in Rural Areas

The rural development strategies in India, aimed to eradicate poverty and
unemployment, enhance a higher standard of life and economic development with
social justice to the rural people. However, in reality these have generated regional
imbalances, sharpened class inequality, and have adversely economic and social life
of the lower strata of the rural people. In the backward areas, people face enormous
hardship to earn a livelihood. Hence, people of these areas are pushed to migrate to
the urban areas. This migration has affected the family structure. Initially men alone
migrate. Then they bring their family and gradually become residentially separated
from their natal home.
iv)

Growing Individuals

A high sense of individualism is also growing among section of the villagers.
Penetration of the mass media (viz., the newspapers, the T.V., the radio), formal
education, consumerist culture and market forces have helped individualism grow at a
faster rate than ever. The rural people and the members of the rural joint family have
started believing more in their individuality. In the past, the size of the family was
relatively big. The kinship network was large and obligations were more. It was
imperative that relatives were given shelter. Today, every individual strives to
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improve his/her standard of living and enhance his/her status in the community
outside the purview of the family and the kin group. This is possible if the individual
has lesser commitments and fewer obligations (Lakshminarayan 1982: 46). This
situation grows at a faster rate immediately after the marriage of the sons and coming
of the daughters-in-law. Many times value conflicts between an educated
individualistic daughter-in-law and old mother-in-law lead to the break down in the
joint family system.
B. Impact of the Breakdown of the Joint Family
The transition in the rural family structure has certain significant impacts on the status
and role of the family members. One impact is that of the diminishing authority of the
patriarch of the joint family. In a joint family, traditionally, authority rests on the
eldest male member of the family. Once the family splits into several units, new
authority centres emerge there, with the respective eldest male member as the head of
each nuclear unit. Authority is also challenged frequently by the educated and the
individualistic young generations. Youngmen exposed to modern ideas of freedom
and individualism show resentment to the traditional authority (Ibid.).
After the split in a joint family, women, who earlier had no say in the family affairs,
also emerge as mistresses of the nuclear households with enormous responsibility. In
this process of transition, the oldest women also tend to lose their authority. Many of
young women also challenge the dominating attitudes of the mothers-in-law.
Similarly, many of the traditional mothers-in-law also face an uneasy situation due to
growing disproportionate individualism among the daughters-in-law.
With the breakdown of the joint family system, the aged, widow, widower and other
dependents in the family face severe problems. The joint family system provides
security to these people. After the breakdown of this family system, they are left to
themselves. In the rural area, the day care centres for the old or the children’s home
for the orphan are not available. Hence, their position becomes very critical. Many
widows, widowers, children, and even old couple become beggars. Many leave for
old people centres around pilgrim centres as the last resort of their social security and
mental peace.
4.4.4 Change in the Urban Family System
Significant numbers of studies have been conducted on the urban family structure in
India. T.K. Oommen (1982), after surveying all these studies, points out that most of
these studies have been obsessed with a single question; Is the joint family in India
breaking down and undergoing a process of nuclearisation due to urbanisation? A
group of sociologists postulated this assumption that the joint family system is
breaking down and the trend is toward the formation of nuclear units in the urban
areas. While another group is of the opinion that joint family ethic and the kinship
orientation still exist even after the residential separation.
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i)

Family in the Urban Setting

Scholars point out that industrial urbanisation has not brought disintegration in the
joint family structure. Milton Singer (1968) studies the structure of the joint family
among the Industrialists of Madras City. He finds that joint family system has not
been a blockade for entrepreneurship development. Rather, it has facilitated and
adapted to industrialisation. Orensten, in his study on the Recent History of Extended
Family in India analyses the census data from 1811 to 1951. He finds that joint and
large families in India are not disappearing by the processes of industrialisation and
urbanisation. However, the prevalence of the joint family structure has not been of
uniform one across society. Ramakrishna Mukherjee finds that (a) the joint family is
over-represented in the trade and commerce sector of national economy and in the
high and middle grade occupations; (b) nuclear family is over-represented in the rural
rather than in the urban areas. Based on his study on the family structure in West
Bengal, he concludes that the central tendency in the Indian society is to pursue the
joint family organisation (cf. Oommen 1982: 60). Joint family sentiments widely
prevail over nuclearisation of family units in spite of residential separation, etc.
ii)

Direction of Change

T.K. Oommen is of the opinion that so far urban family has been viewed from within
as a little society. To him, for a proper understanding, the urban family should be
placed in a broad social context. For this purpose, the urban families are to be
distinguished through the mode of earning a livelihood and sources of income,
structure of authority, urban social milieu and social ecology and the emerging value
patterns. He points out that the type of family postulated in the Indian Constitution is
an egalitarian, conjugal and nuclear family. Besides the Constitutionality, the socioecological factors, like the settlement patterns, native cultural environments of the
urban migrants, and associations to various occupational, political, ideological,
cultural-recreational, economic groups influence and reorient the style and pattern of
the urban familial life. He mentions that urban centres have been the melting pots of
traditional and modern values. Individualism is growing at a significant speed in the
urban areas. It admits freedom of individuals in the decision-making process in the
family, choice of mates, acquisition and management of personal property,
establishment of separate households after marriage, etc. Individualism is, however,
against the spirit of the joint family and questions the established authority of the
elder male. There may be contradictory emphasis on the value hierarchies and
individualism. This is also likely to influence the urban family life. However, the
influence of the above-mentioned factors may be of a diverse nature, based on the
typology (metropolis, city, town, etc.) of the urban areas and the extent of
industrialisation as well. Along with these, the traditional cultural patterns of the
family also continue. To him, there are three broad categories of urban families on the
basis of their income. These families have distinct socio-cultural and ecological
milieu, patterns of familial authority and value. Forces of urbanisation have affected
these families diversely. Let us examine these families.
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a) Families of Proprietary Class
Their basic resource is the family of capital. The elder males in the family have
substantial authority, as they own and control property. These are mostly the jointhouseholds. Socially, they are the local people or the old migrants from the same
region and same cultural milieu. In these families, traditional hierarchies are accepted
and individualism is incipient.
b) Families of the Entrepreneurial-cum-Professional Category
The basic resources of these families are capital and expertise/skill and their
simultaneous investment for generating income. Small commercial/trade/ industrial
establishments owned and managed by the family, practitioners of professions, etc.,
belong to this category. The adult males have less authority. Though these families
are joint in nature, there is a tendency of breaking up as adult sons marry. Socially,
they are mostly the local and the old migrants. However, new migrants are also there.
In these households, hierarchy and traditional authority is questioned and
individualism is visible.
c) Families of Service Category
These families generate income exclusively through selling their expertise skill or
labour power in the service sector. This category is again divided into three subcategories.


Families in the service sector

The major source of their income is professional/managerial or administrative
expertise. In these families, the domination of the male and the old members are
not sustained. Neolocal nuclear households are the dominant patterns. Socially,
they are mostly the new migrants from diversified socio-cultural regions. In these
families, hierarchy erodes and individualism is strong.


Families in the service sector

The main source of their income is administrative skill and semi-professional
expertise. There is decentralisation of authority because of women’s contribution
in the family income, retirement from work, dependency on sons or daughters,
etc. These are neo-local households with dependent kins. Socially, they are a
mixture of locals, old and new migrants and come substantially from various
regions. Traditional authority and hierarchy are questioned, and individualism
slowly emerges there.


The labour families in the service sector

The only source of their income is the labour power. These are essentially the
nuclear households. However, due to poverty, they share housing with kins. There
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have been the sharing and decentralisation of authority among the family
members, based on the extent of their economic contribution. They are a mixture
of locals, old and new migrants from same cultural regions. In these families,
hierarchy breaks down with the growth of individualism.
An analysis of the changes in the above-mentioned families shows that the forces of
change have diversely affected these families. The old migrants and the local people,
who earn absolutely from their household investment, have accepted the traditional
authority. Individualism has not penetrated there. The tendency toward nuclearisation
is more among the new migrants and among the families in the servicing sector.
Individualism has also grown because of diverse socio-economic conditions. T.K.
Oommen, however, points out the possibility of overlapping between these types of
urban families.
4.4.5 Change in Traditional Functions
Many functions performed by the traditional family are being taken over by other
agencies such as schools, day care centers, commercial and entertainment centers, etc.
For example, an important function of cultural transmission performed by the family
has been affected because the nuclear families are scattered cultures. The function of
setting moral standards for the growing children and adolescents has been taken over
to a large extent by the peer group culture, mass media or by commercial
entertainment.
A major area of the family that has been affected by the social and economic changes
in the society is that of the role performed or expected of the different members of the
family. The traditional role allocation based on sex, age, or kinship has changed. With
more and more women taking up jobs outside the home, the traditional role of the
wife has changed. Similarly the roles of the father, the mother, the husband, the child
and the elders in the family have all undergone various changes. The degree of roleoverlap depends on the adaptation of the particular family to the changed situations.
The changes in roles have inevitable affected the relationships, among the members
of the family. The concepts of freedom, individuality and rights of the individual have
had their impact on the relationships too. The attitudes of implicit obedience to elders,
concern for others, self-denial for the sake of others in the family, acceptances of the
authority of parents and superior status of the male are being displaced by attitudes of
self-centeredness, assertion of individual rights, clamour for equality and right for
self-determination etc.
In the realm of values, today’s family is moving towards materialism, individualism
and liberalism. The cherished values such as respect for age, concern for the weak,
devotion to one’s duty, co-operation are being replaced by competition and “getting
ahead”. It is not surprising that the family in India is also succumbing to the pressures
of the time.
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The consequences of these changes are many. Problems such as child neglect,
behaviour problems in children, indiscipline among the youth, alcoholism, drug
addiction, neglect of the elderly, material disharmony etc. are on the increase today
and are indications that the family is not able to handle the change in a desirable
manner. There is need therefore, to help the families to cope with the pressures and
challenges of their life situation which are affected by the interacting forces to change
in the economic, political, and cultural spheres
4.4.6 Alternative Family Patterns
One of the most striking features of contemporary societies is the presence of a range
of family variations, from the most traditional, extended families with strict, gender
based sex roles to the modern dual career families based on liberal, equal sex roles
and to adults cohabiting without marriage. The term “alternative family patterns”
suggests family patterns that result from personal circumstances outside one’s control
(death of a partner, infertility) or from socio-economic conditions (male migration,
work participation of women). In the Indian context, most family variations are a
result of personal or socio-economic circumstances. Experimental or chosen lifestyles
like living without marrying, and being childless voluntarily are restricted to an
extremely small group of people.
The following are the most commonly observed family variations in India.





4.5

Single parent families
Female headed households
Dual earner/career families
Childless families
Adoptive families
LET US SUM UP

In this Unit, we have indicated how marriage as an institution has been changing.
This shows that marriage itself is a dynamic institution, always undergoing
modification. We have also discussed various factors, viz., urbanisation,
industrialisation and modernisation affecting family structure in India. Changes in the
traditional joint family system are also explained. Families of the urban and rural
India are affected diversely by the forces of development and change. We have
discussed changes in the rural and urban families separately. Among the rural
families, we discussed the factors responsible for the change, and the impacts of the
breakdown of the joint family are also discussed. Lastly, the change in the urban
family structure, the direction of its change and some emerging trends are also
discussed.
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4.6

GLOSSARY

Family Cycle:

It denotes that the elements of family life take shape in a
certain direction. It relates essentially to the process of fission
in the residential and compositional aspects of the family.

Neo-local Residence: The custom for a married couple to reside apart from either
spouse’s parent or other relatives.
Patriarchal Family: A family in which the eldest male is dominant.
Patrilocal:

The custom for a married couple to reside in the household or
community of the husband’s parents.

Polyandry:

A form of marriage in which a wife has more than one husband
at the same time.

Polygamy:

Marriage involving more than one woman at the same time.

Polygyny:

A form of polygamy in which a husband has more than one
wife at the same time.

4.7

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS: THE ANSWER KEYS

Answer to Q.1:

The forms of marriage are undergoing change. Societies with a
tradition of plural marriage are turning towards monogamy. In
this way women's place in marriage has improved. However,
remarriage for another partner is now acceptable. Thus, serial
monogamy is becoming a generally accepted practice.

Answer to Q.2:

In earlier times marriage had procreation as one of the main
objectives. Today the goal is a small family and the drive is to
restrict family size. Couples are now entering marriage with the
hope of personal and emotional fulfilment. This makes for very
high expectations on the part of both, husband and wife.

Answer to Q.3:

In traditional patriarchal–patrilocal families in India, sons are
expected to stay with the parents till the marriages of the
siblings are over. The sons tend to separate after this. Hence,
the process of fission takes place, and the joint family breaks
down into relatively smaller units-sometimes into nuclear
households.

Answer to Q.4:

According to I.P. Desai, when action is oriented towards
husband, wife and children, the family can be categorised as a
nuclear unit; and when the action is oriented towards wider
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group it is defined as joint family.
4.8
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